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This paper reports the speciﬁcation of a software system architecture to support decision making for managing
disruptive events in smart manufacturing. The architecture
builds upon widely accepted system architecture practices as
well as emerging trends reported in Reference Architectures
for smart manufacturing. Following established speciﬁcation
methodologies, the proposed system architecture consolidates
and generalizes the requirements of two concrete business
cases in the automotive and the white goods sectors and
has been developed in the context of the EU-funded H2020
project DISRUPT1 . The aim of DISRUPT is to facilitate the
transition into Industry 4.0 smart factories through a datadriven, ﬂexible system that supports decision making and
enactment of decisions when events that disrupt enterprise
operations, such as delays in the supply chain or failures in a
production line, may occur [13]–[15].
The paper is structured as follows. Section II, provides
an overview of related work. The detailed description of
the proposed architecture is provided in Section III and its
application on supporting smart decision making in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes and provides pointers to future
developments.

Abstract—Data-driven decision making is at the core of Industry 4.0. This paper describes the speciﬁcation of a conceptual
architecture of a smart system for supporting decision making
in the context of disruptive events in manufacturing operations. Following a viewpoint-oriented approach, the proposed
architecture identiﬁes the functional components that facilitate
decision making and establishes the interfaces between them,
demonstrates the information ﬂow within the manufacturing
ecosystem for vertical / horizontal integration and establishes
the mapping of the functional components to different software
containers, execution environments and physical devices.
Index Terms—Smart manufacturing, software architecture,
decision making, Industry 4.0.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The term Industry 4.0 has recently been adopted to refer
to the technologies that aim to deliver the next signiﬁcant
transformational change in the organization and management
of industrial processes [1]–[3]. Building upon a range of
technologies, such as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [4],
Internet of Things (IoT) [5], cloud computing [6], and big
data analytics [7], the aim is to take full advantage of the
abundance of data in modern manufacturing enterprises to
extract information that helps make ‘smart’ decisions leading
to the so-called smart manufacturing [8], [9].
At the core of smart manufacturing is the integration of data
from different sources and different software technologies. As
a matter of fact, the deployment of any data-driven decision
making system into the manufacturing domain involves the
integration of computational elements with sensors, devices,
equipment, and systems found within manufacturing facilities
along with legacy enterprise information systems and advanced software such as schedulers or optimizers. It is evident
that this multitude of different and heterogeneous resources
and data creates a system-of-systems integration challenge
[10].
A key element in dealing with this challenge is architectural
design [11]. In fact, the architecture is a key facet of the
design of any software-intensive complex system. It includes
its fundamental organization embodied in its constituents, their
relationships to each other (constituent) and to the environment, and the principles guiding the system’s design and
evolution [12].
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II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Smart manufacturing systems are networked information
systems that are tightly coupled with the physical processes.
The development of such systems requires the collaboration of
different engineering disciplines in addition to software engineering, such as mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, etc. using diverse representation schemes, having diverse
domain knowledge and different development strategies.
To deal with the complexity of system development in a
setting with many actors, system architecture practice embraces the concept of architectural viewpoints, whereby the
architectural description is partitioned into a number of separate (though complementary) representations, each reﬂecting
speciﬁc concerns held by one or more of its stakeholders, using
certain conventions such as notations, modelling methods,
analysis techniques etc. In fact, several architecture frameworks have been proposed, which are essentially viewpoint
1 http://www.disrupt-project.eu/
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classiﬁcation schemes. The classiﬁcation by Kruchten [16],
proposed in 1995, is probably the best known classiﬁcation
and is still widely used. The viewpoint-oriented paradigm
has been adopted by ISO/IEC 42010:2007, later revised by
the ISO/IEC 42010:2011 Standard “Systems and software
engineering–architecture description” [17].
The concept of viewpoints is widely used across the enterprise systems community and appears in several enterprise
modelling frameworks including the Enterprise Knowledge
Development Framework [18], the Multi-Perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO) [19] and the Open Group TOGAF
architectural framework [20], among others.
Similarly, in the context of manufacturing enterprise systems, the Architecture Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
[21], the Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System
Architecture (CIMOSA) [22] as well as the more generic
Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology (GERAM) [23] also consider the development of manufacturing information systems from a number of views (organizational, functional, informational), aiming to facilitate
the alignment between a company’s strategy (the business
domain) and its supporting IT systems as well as between
IT applications across the enterprise (system integration).
The design of intelligent manufacturing systems has also
been considered in the context of cyber-physical production
systems engineering [24]. Research in this area has focused
on Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) for supporting
model-based design of CPSs, ranging from semi-formal descriptions e.g. SysML [25] to formal descriptions e.g. SosADL
based on a p-Calculus [10]. Their main focus is in the
provision of a common language for describing how various
parts of CPS are constructed and how they operate. Such
ADLs can be used to represent architectural speciﬁcations,
however unlike the proposed approach they do not deﬁne
any speciﬁc viewpoints to accommodate the requirements of
relevant stakeholders.
The advancement of the Internet of Things and its application to the manufacturing industry has brought forward
new architectural models, including the Industrial Internet
Reference Architecture (IIRA) [26], the Draft ISO Internet
of Things Reference Architecture (IoT RA) [27] and the
Reference architecture model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) [28].
A range of efforts to develop different software architectures
in speciﬁc contexts in relation to Industry 4.0 is reported in
[29]–[32].
The characteristic of these reference architectures is that
they are expanded in scope to consider the convergence of IT
systems with the operational (physical) domain. In particular,
they consider manufacturing systems as cyber-physical systems comprising interacting physical and digital components.
To this end, they involve viewpoints and concepts related to
business, applications and IT infrastructure, but also to the
physical environment.
In addition, a common approach used to address the increasing complexity of smart manufacturing systems is the
separation of concerns through modularization and decomposi-

tion of the system into interdependent functional components,
with distinct capabilities that can be realized by one or more
implementations of actual system components. To address
composition and interoperability purposes the component description should also include the deﬁnition of the interfaces
and services made available by each component.
Following the above design principles the proposed architecture consists of loosely coupled components which closely
match the IIRA functional domains, speciﬁed using a ﬁxed set
of viewpoints as described in Section III-B.
III. DISRUPT S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE
A. DISRUPT requirements
The architecture vision of DISRUPT is guided by the desire
to support knowledge-driven decision making in manufacturing enterprises through the efﬁcient identiﬁcation and handling
of events in the manufacturing ecosystem that could disrupt
enterprise operations, as, for example, delays in the supply
chain (horizontal integration) or failures in a production line
(vertical integration).
As such, DISRUPT aims to address the following functional
requirements:
•

•

•

•

•

To collect and aggregate multi-source, multi-scale and
multi-variant data, which might be stored into existing
Enterprise Information Systems or captured on the deployed IoT infrastructure.
To detect actual disruptive events or identify trends that
may disrupt manufacturing and supply chain operations
based on the analysis of collected data.
To establish situation awareness of concerned stakeholders (e.g. shop-ﬂoor managers, logistics managers, etc.),
estimating the impact of an event on the performance of
the manufacturing operations at different time scales.
To manage the decision making process to address the
observed or expected disruptions, through the exploitation
of existing knowledge for generating alternative courses
of action, as well as the simulation alternatives, optimising them to meet speciﬁc objectives.
To actualise informed decisions, by notifying the selected
decisions to the relevant stakeholders, as well as by
enforcing the automatic actualization of decisions towards
low level physical components.

In addition, the following non-functional concerns are considered fundamental to the architecture of the system:
•

•
•
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The system should support, in close to real-time, decision
making and enactment of made decisions under events
that disrupt its operations.
The system will be added onto an existing factory ecosystem.
The system will be based on a distributed architecture,
consisting of a loose coupling of (potentially existing)
functional components, to enable ﬂexibility in the system
components and in the functionality, thus reducing the
risk for a vendor lock-in.

Fig. 1. DISRUPT system components

Figure 1 provides an overview of the DISRUPT system
components and how these interact in order to provide the
required functionality. These components are organised into
ﬁve layers each having a speciﬁc responsibility, examined in
more detail in the following paragraphs.
In particular, on the Physical Layer, the current production layout of the manufacturing organisation exists, which
consists of factory assets that produce data. These assets
can be machines, lines, sensors, etc., which feed the existing
Manufacturing Information Systems (MIS) with data regarding
the execution of a production planning, the use of materials,
the production of (semi-)ﬁnished products and any other operation that runs in a factory setting (depending on the factory
under consideration). The Physical Layer also comprises the
infrastructure to generate sensor data, to be exploited by the
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) component residing in the
operational layer.
On the Virtualisation Layer, the Data Collection Framework (DCF) component is the DISRUPT interface to the
Physical Layer. As such it aggregates the multi-source, multiscale and multi-variant data from the Enterprise Information
Systems residing in the Physical Layer, as well as the CPS and
prepares it for processing and analysis, by transforming them
into an internal to DISRUPT homogeneous data structure. This

layer, also includes the Cloud Controller, which is the heart
of the DISRUPT platform. It interfaces between DISRUPT
components and manages communication between them.
On the Operational Layer, the homogenised collected data
is analysed by the Complex Event Processing (CEP) component to detect disruptive events that should be communicated
to the Cloud Controller. In addition, the Data Analytics
component exploits the homogenised collected data to identify
trends or patterns that could offer insights on events that
might occur in the future, based on the current operational
status of the factory (and the implementation of a selected
production plan) and the involved assets. Eventually, the
events produced by the Data Analytics component could be
exploited to conﬁgure CEP for monitoring speciﬁc rules in
the future. On the other hand, the CPS interacts with the shop
ﬂoor and produces real time data which is collected through
the DCF and fed into CEP, to detect disruptive events and
communicate these events to the Cloud Controller. Also, the
Cloud Controller can send CPS an order for automated actions
to be performed at runtime, which in turn the CPS propagates
to the assets of the Physical Layer.
On the Decision Layer the Decision Support Toolkit
(DST), consisting of three internal components, namely Modelling, Simulation and Optimisation, enables the modelling
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of the manufacturing knowledge, as per the organisational
environment, manufacturing and decision processes, upon
which the handling of disruptions is based. Furthermore, it is
responsible for analysing the impact of disruptions due to the
existence of one or more events and proposing, upon request
(by the end-user or generated by the Cloud Controller automatically), a set of solutions to address these disruptions. Through
the Cloud Controller these solutions are communicated to the
entities (human actors or automated agents), responsible for
taking the decision.
Finally, on the Visualisation Layer the CloudBoard component is the interface between the DISRUPT platform and
its end users. In particular, it is responsible for informing
the end users about what is actually happening in the various
manufacturing operations (situation awareness). Through this
component, end-users are able to monitor the different variables affecting the manufacturing processes, invoke the DST
and enact decisions on the appropriate solution(s) to handle
disruptions (request action). Although the candidate solutions
to address these disruptions are produced in the Decision
Layer, their actualisation may be attributed to the Visualisation
Layer (to notify the involved end-users) and be shaped through
the CPS in the Operational Layer.

sequence diagrams to describe the exchange of information
between components at a certain level of detail.
Finally, the physical viewpoint details the allocation of the
system components to different software containers, execution
environments and physical devices. Typical concerns framed
by this viewpoint include the types of hardware required,
network requirements, and physical constraints. Concerned
stakeholders are the system administrators, as well as technology providers. Appropriate model kinds for this viewpoint
are UML deployment diagrams.
IV. T HE DISRUPT A RCHITECTURE FOR M ANAGING
D ECISION M AKING
This section provides a detailed description of the DISRUPT
architecture through the viewpoints speciﬁed in Section III.
A. Logical architecture
Figure 2 shows the DISRUPT logical architecture in terms
of the logical structure of DISRUPT components and their interconnections. For each component, this structure presents the
main functional blocks as UML classes, including the involved
DISRUPT data descriptions and the associated methods, which
exploit this data to produce the expected outcome. The latter
can be made available to other components through interfaces.
These interfaces are also described as UML class diagrams
in Figure 2, labeled ‘interfaces’, in which the main interface
methods are provided.
The following list provides an overview of the main DISRUPT components and their interfaces:
• The Cloud Controller holds a central position. This component implements four functional blocks that implement
the main responsibilities of the Cloud Controller in the
DISRUPT methodology. Apart from the internal functions, the Cloud Controller exposes four interface classes
that enable the communication of this component with the
CloudBoard (UserData and INotiﬁcation Interfaces), the
components in the Decision Support Toolkit (IDSSConﬁg
Interface) and the Cyber-Physical System component
(IActionHandler Interface).
• The Data Collection Framework is a platform infrastructure component that distinguishes between two main
functional sub-components. The ﬁrst one relates to the
Data Collector class that is a Message Bus implementation, exposing the interfaces for publishing streaming
data (IPublish Interface) and subscribing for respective
information (ISubscribe Interface). The second one relates to the batch data acquisition process and exposes
an interface for connecting with the existing information
systems (IGetData Interface).
• Relevant to event analysis, DISRUPT offers two different
components, one relating to batch analytics (the Analytics
component) and another one that relates to streaming
analytics (the Complex Event Processing component).
The Analytics component provides two UML classes
that implement the functionalities for the batch analytics
process to train data, based on models, and the prediction

B. DISRUPT Architecture Viewpoints
The proposed architecture speciﬁcation focuses on the identiﬁcation of the system functional components, the interaction
between them in order to achieve the intended system behaviour, and their deployment into the operational environment
of an existing manufacturing organization. The DISRUPT
architecture viewpoints have been deﬁned by analysing the
speciﬁc requirements of the two industrial partners (described
in Section III-A), identifying the relevant stakeholders of the
DISRUPT system and determining the proper framing of
concerns. In particular, three architectural viewpoints have
been considered: logical, informational and physical viewpoints [14].
The logical viewpoint describes the high level structure of
the architecture in terms of the functional components that
collaboratively deliver the required functionality. The emphasis is on the relationships between the components realized
through external interfaces and not the internal structure of
components. The concerned stakeholders are the system users
(domain experts, operational managers and decision makers),
the system administrators, as well as the technology providers
(including the suppliers, the developers, the integrators, the
testers and the maintainers of the system). Suitable model
kinds for this viewpoint include UML class diagrams and
UML component diagrams.
The informational viewpoint focuses on the dynamic behavior of the system, in terms of the runtime information
ﬂow between system components. Relevant stakeholders are
mainly the system users and technology providers. UML
informational ﬂow diagrams can be used to model circulation
of information at a high level of abstraction, whilst UML
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Fig. 2. The DISRUPT logical architecture.

•

engine, which runs the predictive analytics models for
event prediction. This component implements an interface
for publishing the details of the predicted events mainly to
the Cloud Controller (IPredictedEvents Interface). On the
other hand, Complex Event Processing deﬁnes an internal
structural behaviour that detects events, based on deterministic rules and exposes an interface for publishing the
details of the actual events mainly to the Cloud Controller
(IDetectedEvents Interface).
The Decision Support Toolkit component (consisting of
Modelling, Simulation and Optimisation) uses the Cloud
Controller to orchestrate the decision making process.
The Decision Support Toolkit subcomponents implement
their internal logical structure, while they expose separate
interfaces to communicate their results to the Cloud Controller. As such, the Simulation subcomponent exposes
an interface to control and manage the simulation jobs
(ISimulationJob Interface) and the Optimisation subcomponent implements the interface to run optimizations
on the production planning and scheduling (IOptimiser
Interface).

ment, starting with the collection of manufacturing and supply
chain data from existing Enterprise Information Systems and
IoT devices. In that respect, it describes the relationship of
each component with the DISRUPT datasets.
In more detail, shown at the top right part of Figure 3,
the Data Collection Framework and Cyber-Physical System
components retrieve disperse data from the various enterprise operations and process them to generate alerts coming
from detected events (through the Complex Event Processing
component) or trends predicted from data dynamics (in the
Analytics component). Both types of events and the related
multiscale and multisource datasets empower human agents in
understanding what is happening in the manufacturing ecosystem, and realise the impact of the disruptive events on the
enterprise operational status and the deﬁned business goals and
Key Performance Indicators (using the CloudBoard). Furthemore, through modern simulation and optimization techniques,
DISRUPT supports recommendations (alternative plans) for
handling potential disruptions and enhancing decision making
through informed choices, which can be used by the Cloud
Controller to support the enforcement of actions both in a manual (through the CloudBoard) or automated manner (through
the Cyber-Physical System component) across the manufacturing ecosystem. Finally, shown at the top left corner of Figure 3,
the DISRUPT Modelling component, enables the production
of models, representing the knowledge of the manufacturing

B. Informational architecture
Moving to the details of components’ interactions, the
DISRUPT informational architecture depicted in Figure 3
demonstrates how data travels within the DISRUPT environ-
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Fig. 3. The DISRUPT overall informational architecture.

production and supply chain processes across different layers.
These models can conﬁgure the Cloud Controller at runtime
and be used in the Simulation and Optimisation components
to govern their operations, according to this knowledge.
In addition, sequence diagrams are used to further detail the
ﬂow of information and the interaction between the DISRUPT
components in the context of the functions described in Section III-B. For example, Figure 4 summarises the components’
interactions that refer to the management of decision making.
The DISRUPT decision making process aims to assist the
stakeholders in making informed decisions on how to tackle
disruptive actual and/or predicted events in their manufacturing
and supply chain operations. As shown in Figure 4, the
CloudBoard allows the involved stakeholders to request for
support with disruptive events. This request is attributed to
the Cloud Controller, which, in turn, decides which Decision
Support component will be activated to examine the alternative
solutions. The decision making process includes a series of
interactions between the Cloud Controller and the Decision
Support components (especially Simulation and Optimisation)
on a case by case basis.
In Figure 4, the alternatives may be instructed directly from
the knowledge model to the Cloud Controller or the latter
may ask the Optimisation component to produce a new list.
In both cases, the Cloud Controller is responsible for invoking
different simulation jobs in the Simulation component to
evaluate whether an alternative can address the impact raised
by the events. The goal is that, eventually, the Cloud Con-

troller receives (and later forwards) the necessary information
that would empower the DISRUPT end-users in making an
informed decision about handling the potential disruptions in
the respective operations. Once the list of alternative actions
is available, along with the estimation of their impact on the
current production plan, this list is sent to the Cloud Controller
and is presented to the stakeholders through the CloudBoard.
Similarly, the sequence diagram of Figure 5 details the ﬂow
of information and the interaction between the DISRUPT components with respect to the actualisation of the decisions. In
particular, once a user decides which alternative to implement,
the CloudBoard communicates it to the Cloud Controller. The
latter must reason between: (a) notiﬁcation decisions, in which
the Cloud Controller is responsible for sending the decision
selected on the CloudBoard to another stakeholder; and, (b)
the potential enforcement of automatic actualization, in which
the decisions are applied by CPS at runtime to the assets of
the Physical Layer.
C. Physical architecture
The physical view details the allocation of the DISRUPT
components to different software containers, execution environments and physical devices. As shown in Figure 6,
the DISRUPT platform resides on a server-side environment,
which is distributed and hosts the processing and managing
components for making decisions, as separate containers. To
this end, we identify containers for: (i) the data collection
and data acquisition processes, which are implemented through
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Fig. 4. Information ﬂows and component interaction for managing decision making.

Fig. 5. Information ﬂows and component interaction for actualizing decisions.

the Data Collection Framework services; (ii) the analysis of
events both in terms of event detection and prediction; (iii)
the decision making through simulation and/or optimisation;
and, (iv) the controlling services, which host the operations
performed by the Cloud Controller. The use of the container
concept in this deployment diagram has the meaning of a
distinct virtualisation object, which can be deployed in a
distributed manner.
Fig. 6. The DISRUPT physical architecture.

V. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
This paper presents an architecture speciﬁcation of an integrated system for managing decision making in manufacturing
production and scheduling through the efﬁcient identiﬁcation
and handling of disruptive events in the manufacturing ecosys-

tem. Building upon established software architecture practices
as well as emerging trends documented in Reference Architectures for smart manufacturing, the paper describes a mod-
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ular, component-based system architecture using a viewpointoriented approach. The proposed architecture details the elements pertaining to the IIRA functional viewpoint from a
software development perspective. External access to those
elements functionality may be through (external) interfaces
organised into RAMI 4.0 functional layers / services [33].
Targeting data-driven decision making, the proposed architecture viewpoints illustrate: (a) the role played by technologies that facilitate decision making and their interdependencies; (b) the ﬂow of information across both vertical and
horizontal dimensions; and, (c) the run-time structures of the
system.
Our future work will focus on the development of the
DISRUPT system as well as demonstrator tools for evaluating
the proposed architecture in the two business cases.
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